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Abstract

Introduction
One form of commercethat can benefit substantially from
automation is contracting, where agents form binding,
agreeable terms, and then execute these terms. The overall contracting process comprises several stages, including
broadly:
1. Discovery. Agentsfind potential contracting partners.
2. Negotiation. Contract terms are determined through a
communicationprocess.
3. Execution. Transactions and other contract provisions are
executed.
In this workwe are concernedprimarily with negotiation,
and specifically with the process by whichan automatednegotiation mechanism
can be configured to support a particular contracting episode. Wepresent a shared language with
whichagents can define the scope and content of a negotiation, and reach a common
understanding of the negotiation
rules and the contract implications of negotiation actions.
Note that we makea sharp distinction between the definition of the negotiation mechanism,and the actual negotiation strategies to be employedby participating agents. Our
concern here is with the former, thoughof course in designing a mechanismone must consider the private evaluation
and decision makingperformed by each of the negotiating
parties.
The contribution in this work is a system which bridges
the gaps between the discovery and negotiation phases
above, and betweennegotiation and execution. Wecall the
current prototype of this system ContractBot. By starting
from a formal description of a partial contract--describing
the space of possible negotiation outcomes--ContractBot
automatically generates configuration parameters for a negotiation mechanism.Then, by monitoring the individual
auction results, it generatesthe final, executablecontract.

Wegive a new,implemented
approachfor automatingthe negotiation of businesscontracts. Weuse our previous work
on developinga declarativelanguagefor expressingandreasoning about contracts and negotiations. Herewenewlyextend it to includea knowledge
baseof rules aboutnegotiation
structures andauctions. Thisworkaddressesthree important
researchquestions. First, howcan werepresent information
to allowautomaticinferenceof negotiationstructures? Second, howcan we automatenegotiations in a waythat will
closely drive a realistic automatedplatform(the Michigan
Internet AuctionBot)?Third, howcan we use auction results to forma final contract? Weuse our workon Courteous LogicPrograms,a form of logic-based knowledgerepresentation, as a wayto expressfully-specified, executable
contractsandextendthis to also expresspartially-specified
contractsthat are in the midstof beingnegotiated.In our current prototype, we havedevelopedconceptsand vocabulary
to reasonaboutseveralaspectsof the negotiationprocess:(1)
high-levelknowledge
aboutalternative negotiationstructures,
(2) general-caserules aboutauctionparameters,(3) rules
mapthe auctionparametersto a specific auctionplatform(the
Michigan
IntemetAuctionBot),
and (4) special-caserules
specific domains,includingrules frompotential buyersand
sellers aboutcapabilities, constraints, and preferences.By
performing
inferencingon the rule sets and interfacingto our
auctionserver, our prototypeis able to automatically
configure a set of auctions,the results of whichwill "fill in the
blanks" of a partial contract. Weuse an upcomingTrading
AgentCompetition
as an exampledomainand are able to automaticallygenerateall the auctionsusedin the competition
(andother possibleconfigurations)starting froma formaldescriptionof the competition
domain.Theresult of this project
is an extendedapproachwhichallowsboth the automationof
the negotiationprocess, includesconductingof auctions,and
producescontractswithare themselves
executableusingrulebasedtechniques.

Overview of Problem and Approach
Thecentral question in configuringa contract negotiation is,
"Whatis to be negotiated?" In any contracting context, some
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features of the potential contract mustbe regardedas fixed,
with others to be determined through the contracting process. At one extreme,the contract is fully specified, except
for a single issue, such as price. In that case, the negotiation can be implemented using simple auction mechanisms
of the sort one sees for specified goodson the Internet. The
other extreme,wherenothingis fixed, is too ill-structured to
consider automatingto a useful degree in the current state of
the art.
Most contracting contexts lie somewherein between,
where an identifiable set of issues are to be determined
through negotiation. Naturally, there is a tradeoff between
flexibility in considering issues negotiable and complexity
of the negotiation process. But regardless of howthis tradeoff is resolved, we require a meansto specify these issues so
that we can automatically configure the negotiation mechanismsthat will resolve them. That is, we require a contracting language--a mediumfor expressing the contract terms
resulting from a negotiation.
In this project, we focus on the automatic configuration
of negotiations based on a contract and showhowthe negotiation results can be used to construct a final, "filledin" contract. Sections "Auction-Based Negotiation" and
"Courteous Logic Programs as KR" provide background
on auction-based negotiation and the rule language we use
to express contracts. Section "Contracting Framework"
frames the overall process of automated contract negotiation and shows howrules generated during the negotiation process can be combinedwith the partial contract to
form an executable final contract. In Section "Courteous
Logic Programs for Configuring Auctions" we discuss in
detail howthe languageis used to infer parametersfor configuring the negotiation--that is, parameters for a set of
auctions--focusing on the upcomingTrading Agent Competition (Wellman & Wurman1999) as an example domain
(Section "Domain Specific Rules: Trading Agent Competition" ). Finally, in Section "Prototype Implementation,"
we discuss the details of our ContractBotprototype. It processes the contract description (rules for describing possible componentsand their attributes) along with meta-level
rules about the negotiation and about individual auctions. It
combinesall this with rules from buyers and sellers about
their constraints and preferences over the possible negotiation structures. Basedon inferencing by a rule engine, it
generates the appropriate auctions and determines the auction parameters. Whentransactions happenin the auctions,
it generates the corresponding rules and produces a final
contract.
Contracting Language
In developing a shared contracting language, we are concerned with the three stages of contracting: discovery, negotiation, and execution. This breadth of scope is one argument
for adopting a declarative approach, with a relatively expressive knowledgerepresentation (KR). "Declarative" here
meansthat the semantics say which conclusions are entailed
by a given set of premises, without dependenceon procedural or control aspects of inference algorithms. In addition to
flexibility, such an approach promotesstandardization and
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humanunderstandability.
Traditionally, of course, contracts are specified in legally
enforceable natural language ("legalese"), as in a typical
mortgageagreement. This has great expressive power--but
often, correspondinglygreat ambiguity,and is thus very difficult to automate.1 At the other extremeare automatedlanguagesfor restricted domains;in these, most of the meaning
is implicit in the automatedrepresentation. This is the current state of Electronic Data Interchange (EDI). Weare
the sparsely occupied middle ground, aiming for considerable expressive powerbut also considerable automatability.
Our point of departure for our KRis pure logic programs
(in the knowledge-representation-theorysense, not Prolog).
(Baral &Gelfond (Baral & Geifond1994) provide a helpful
review.) Logic programsare not only declarative and relatively powerfulexpressively, but also practical, relatively
computationallyefficient, and widely deployed.
Our KRbuilds on prior work (Reeves et al. 1999) representing business rules in Courteous Logic Programs(CLPs)
(Grosof 1997; Grosof, Labrou, &Chan 1999), described
more detail in Section "Courteous Logic Programs as KR."
To express executablecontracts, these rules mustspecify the
goods and services to be provided, along with applicable
terms and conditions. Such terms include customer service
agreements, delivery schedules, conditions for returns, usage restrictions, and other issues relevant to the goodor service provided.
As part of our approach, we extend this KRwith features
specific to negotiation. Foremostamongthese is the ability to specify partial agreements,with associated negotiable
parameters. A partial agreementcan be viewedas a contract
template. Someof its parameters maybe boundto particular
values while others maybe left open. In our current prototype, we focus on rules that express aspects of howthese
parametersare actually negotiated--i.e., rules for configuring the negotiation mechanism(set of auctions)--but also
generate rules for the final contract based on the negotiation
results.
Negotiable

Parameters

Oncewe have this contracting language, our next step will
be to use it to establish the automatednegotiation process.
Asnoted above, a key elementof this is to identify the negotiable parameters. The contract template effectively defines
these parametersby specifying what the contract will be for
any instantiation of parametervalues.
The problem then, is to enable the contract language to
allow descriptions of contract templates. In addition, we require auxiliary specification of possible values for parameters, and dependencies and constraints amongthem. Given
this specification of what can be negotiated, we require a
policy to determine what is actually to be included in the
given negotiation episode (rather than assigned a default
value, or left openfor subsequentresolution).
~Evenif a natural languagecontract is completelyunambiguous, it wouldrequire a vast amountof backgroundand domain
knowledgeto automate.

This answersthe question of what is to be negotiated; the
remaining question is how. In general, there are manyways
to structure a negotiation process to resolve multiple parameters. Wefocus on processes mediated by auctions. As we
describe below, the problem then becomesone of configuring appropriate auctions to managethe negotiation.

such transaction facts once they are filled in. The portion
of the contract template that combineswith the transaction
facts we call the proto-contract. Atypical rule in the protocontract might be to say that the amountpaid by agent X to
agent Y is the sumof the prices in all transactions in which
X bought from Y minus the sum of transactions in which Y
bought from X. More about the proto-contract and forming
executablefinal contracts is discussed in Section "Contracting Framework"Section "Domain-specific Rules: Trading
Agent Competition"discusses an exampleof generating final contracts in the Trading Agent Competitiondomain.

Auction Configuration
To support the configuration of auctions based on rules about
the contract and about the negotiation, we have created
three general-purpose sets of rules, Auction-Configuration,
Auction-Space, and AuctionBot-Mapping(see subsections
under "Courteous Logic Programs for Configuring Auctions" and corresponding appendices) which provide background knowledge about the configuration of auctions.
Auction-Configuration encodes control-level knowledge
about the process of generating a suite of auctions to support
negotiation of multiple parameters. It also encodes knowledge for aggregating agent preferences in determining the
set of auctions to create. Auction-Spaceis modeledon our
current parameterization of auction design space (Wurman,
Walsh, & Wellman1998) (discussed in Section "AuctionSpace"). It lays out the set of auction parameters, specifying their domains, and default values, as well as constraints and other rules about howthey influence each other.
Additionally, it clusters sets of parametersbased on wellknownauction types such as Continuous Double Auctions
2 or English) The AuctionBot-Mappingruleset maps
(CDA)
the auction-space parameterization to the AuctionBot. The
mappingis not at all straightforward since we have significantly changedour view of the parameterization of auctionspace but our implementationon AuctionBothas not kept up
due to backwardcompatibility constraints and has become
rather convoluted.
To configure a set of auctions for a particular domain,
we incorporate additional rules from the contract template
and from potential buyers and sellers. These rules, combined with the background knowledgeabout auction configuration described above, are used to infer the actual auction parameters for a suite of auctions that will implement
the chosen negotiation structure. Wediscuss an examplein
Section "Domain-specific Rules: Trading Agent Competition" which implementsthe creation of the auctions for the
ICMASTrading Agent Competition (Wellman & Wurman
1999) as well as choosingbetweenmultiple possible configurations for the competition.

Auction-Based Negotiation
Mechanisms
for determining price and other terms of an exchangeare called auctions. Althoughthe most familiar auction types resolve only price, it is possible to define multidimensionalgeneralizations and variants that resolve multiple
issues at once. This can range from the simple approach of
running independentone-dimensionalauctions for all of the
parameters of interest, to more complicatedapproachesthat
directly managehigher-order interactions amongthe parameters.
Auctionsare rapidly proliferating on the Internet. 4 Although typical online auctions support simple negotiation
services, researchers have begun to deploy mechanismswith
advancedfeatures. For example, our ownMichiganInternet
AuctionBotsupports a high degree of configurability (Wurman, Wellman,& Walsh 1998) (http://auction.eecs.umich.
edu/), and IBM’sauction system supports one-sided sales
auctions integrated with other commercefacilities (Kumar
& Feldman 1998).
Although multidimensional mechanisms are more complicated, and not yet widely available, we expect that they
will eventually provide an important mediumfor automated
negotiation. For example,combinatorial auctions allow bidders to express offers for combinationsof goods, and determinesan allocation that attempts to maximizeoverall revenue. Weare aware of one prototype system currently supporting combinatorial auctions over the Internet (Sandhoim
to appear). Multiattribute auctions, typically employedin
procurement,allow specification of offers referring to multiple attributes of a single good(Branco1997).
Whethera multiattribute auction, a combinatorialauction,
or an array of one- or zero-dimensionalauctions5 is appropriate dependson several factors. Althougha full discussion
is beyondthe scope of this paper, weobserve that these factors can bear on any of:
¯ The coherenceof auction configurations. For example, if
someattributes are inseparable (say, arrival and departure
times), then it makesno sense to treat themas separate
goods in a combinatorial auction.

Composing Final Contracts
OnceContractBotconfigures and generates the suite of auctions, it monitorsthe auctions, waitingfor transactions. Each
transaction generates a fact specifying what componentwas
transacted, what the values were for each of its attributes,
who the buyer and seller were, and the price and quantity. The partial contract contains rules that makeuse of

¯ The expected performanceof auction configurations. For
example, if parameters represent distinct and separable

2Stock markets are examplesof CDAs.See Friedman and
Rusts’s bookon doubleauctions (Friedman&Rust 1993).
3Consumer
auctionson the Intemet(like eBay)are mostlyvariants of Englishauctions.

4Asof this writing, eBayalone has over 4 million currently
runningauctions.
5A zero-dimensionalauction is one which determinesonly
price. A one-dimensional
auction determinesprice and quantity.
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contract options, then they could be handled either by
separate or combinedauctions. Whether they should be
combined depends on how complementary the negotiating agents perceive themto be.
¯ The complexity of auction configurations, for both the
mechanisminfrastructure and participating agents. Dimensionalityplays a large role in complexitytradeoffs.
In Sections "Auction-Configuration"
and "Domainspecific Rules: Trading Agent Competition" we discuss and
give examplesof someof the limited support that the current
ContractBotprovides for reasoning about someof the above
criteria.
Courteous Logic Programs as KR
The KRwe are using to represent contracts is Courteous
Logic Programs. Courteous LPs expressively generalize ordinary LPs by adding the capability to conveniently express
prioritized conflict handling, i.e., wheresomerules are subject to override by higher-priority conflicting rules. For example, some rules maybe overridden by other rules that
are special-case exceptions, more-recent updates, or from
higher-authority sources. CourteousLPs facilitate specifying sets of rules by mergingand updating and accumulation,
in a style closer (than ordinary LPs) to natural languagedescriptions. Priorities are represented via a fact comparing
rule labels: overrides(rulel, rule2) meansthat 7"ulel has
higher priority than rule2. If rulel and rule2 conflict, then
rulel will win the conflict. See Section "Courteous Logic
Programsfor ConfiguringAuctions" for examplesof labeled
rules and prioritizations.
CourteousLPs have several virtues semantically and computationally. A Courteous LP is guaranteed to have a consistent, as well as unique, set of conclusions. Priorities and
mergingbehave intuitively. Execution(inferencing)of courteous LPs is fast: only relatively low computational overhead is imposedby the conflict handling.
Our work on representing contracts via Courteous LPs
builds on prior workat IBMrepresenting business rules. The
implementationwe are using is a Java library called CommonRulesavailable from IBM(corn).
Contracting
Framework
Wenowdescribe the process of automatically turning a partially specified contract into a fully specified, executable
one. The partial contract, or contract template, is a declarative description of the space of possible negotiation outcomeswith additional rules for influencing the structure of
the negotiation and howit will be configured. Our previous work (Reeves et al. 1999) presents a language based
on CourteousLogic Programsfor representing contract templates and showsthat this language is sufficiently general
to support the negotiation of any aspect of an executable
contract. As shownin Figure 1, the contract template consists partially of rules that will implementthe final agreement(called the "proto-contract"), as well as rules that describe the componentsof the contract left to be determined.
The proto-contract refers to facts and conditions regarding,
for example, mechanics of the deal (paymentand delivery)
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or ancillary agreementssuch as return policies (see Section
"Courteous Logic Programs as KR"). It is the part of the
contract that carries over unchangedinto the final contract,
and whichcombineswith the facts output by the negotiation
mechanism
to result in an executable ruleset that implements
the agreement.Wepoint out, however,that this distinction
need not be sharp. In fact, an important advantage of our
rule-based representation languageis the ability to re-use
rules and reason about themon different levels. Rulesin the
proto-contract that implementsomeaspect of the final deal
mayalso be used as part of the inferencing to establish an
appropriate negotiation mechanism.For example, time constraints on delivery maydictate final clearing times for auctions. Figure 2, showsin moredetail howa partial contract,
includingits proto-contract, is mappedto a final contract using general rules about auction configuration (see Section
"Courteous Logic Programs for Configuring Auctions").
The rules in the partial contract that describe the negotiable aspects have two purposes. The first is to describe
the hierarchy of componentsand attributes of a contract. In
our previous work we present a richer componentdescription ontology which allows reasoning about orthogonality
and separability of pieces of a contract, as well as arbitrarily nested hierarchies of componentsand attributes. This
is aimedat more sophisticated multidimensionalnegotiation
mechanismsthat we plan to support in AuctionBot in the
future. For the purposes of our current prototype, we only
support partitioning the contract into separable components,
each of which may have a set of attributes. However,we
also allow the contract template to express reasoning about
various ways to split up a componentinto separable components. Thefinal partitioning of the contract into a set of
componentsmaybe influenced by potential buyers and sellers whosubmitrules that specify their constraints and preferences amongthe alternative negotiation structures.
The second purpose for rules about the componentsof a
contract is to specify high-level knowledgeabout howthe
individual componentsshould be negotiated. The rule engine can then infer the necessary parameters for configuring the negotiation mechanism.This is currently a set of
single-dimensional auctions for each included component,
but could also by a multidimensional mechanismthat would
determine attributes of a componentsimultaneously, or allow bidders to directly express preferences of subsets of
components.
The key step in this process--interfacing the discovery
phase (the partial contract) with the negotiation phase (set
of auctions)--is then the configuration of the negotiation
mechanismbased on the inferencing done from the contract
template and rules submittedby buyers and sellers. After the
set of auctions are configured and run and the negotiation
phase is complete, we can automatically enter the execution
phase by generating the the final contract as a function of
the proto-contract and the auction results. (and the focus of
the prototype discussed in Section "Prototype Implementation") is then the configuration of the negotiation mechanism
based on the inferencing done from the contract template.
After the set of auctions are configured and run and the negotiation phaseis complete,high-priority facts are addedto
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Figure 1: Overall contracting process, partial to completecontract.
the contract, yielding a set of rules that fully implementsthe
negotiated agreement.
In the next two sections we describe our implementation
of the overall contracting process. Namely,(1) the configuration of the negotiation mechanismbased on rules describing possible partitionings of the contract into components,
rules from buyers and sellers influencing the choice of negotiation structure, and rules about howindividual components should be negotiated; (2) the generation of an executable contract by combiningrules generated for each auction transaction with the proto-contract from the contract
template.
Courteous

into "auction types". The last ruleset (Section "AuctionBotMapping")maps this general auction knowledgeto a specific auction server--the MichiganInternet AuctionBot.
Together, the rules from the contract template (and rules
from buyers and sellers) and the auction mechanismbackground knowledgeenable the inferencing engine to reach a
set of conclusionsthat is sufficient to configurethe negotiation.
Auction-Configuration
The Auction-Configuration ruleset (see Appendix"Auction
Configuration Ruleset" implements the technique of simulating a multiattribute auction by holding an array of singledimensional auctions--one for every point in attributespace. It generates valueTuple predicates for every combination of attribute values, noting which componenteach
belongs to. It then creates an auction for each of the value
tuples, and the parameters for those auctions inherit from
the parameters for the parent component. In addition to
determining the set of auctions for a particular component,
Auction-Configurationhelps determine howto partition the
negotiation into components.For example,it infers a score
6 by counting the
for each of several possible components
total numberof buyers and sellers interested in them, unless
there are no buyers or no sellers, in whichcase the score is
zero:

Logic Programs for Configuring
Auctions

In this section we discuss the logic programming
aspects of
inferring the parametersfor the negotiation mechanism.The
primaryset of rules for this inferencing comesfrom the contract template (see Section "Domain-specific Rules: Trading Agent Competition" for a detailed example of a contract template)but wealso havethree sets of rules that serve
as backgroundknowledgeabout the space of possible negotiation mechanisms.The first is Auction-Configuration
(Section "Auction-Configuration")which is used for determining whichset of auctions to create based on agent preferences and constraints. It implementsthe methodof setting up a multidimensional negotiation by creating an array of single-dimensional auctions--one for each combination of attribute values. Additionally, it contains miscellaneous, low-level rules used in the configuration of auctions. The next ruleset is Auction-Space(Section "AuctionSpace") which provides basic knowledgeabout our parameterization of the space of possible auction mechanisms,
as well as defaults for auction parameters and constraints
amongthem. It also contains various heuristics for setting
auction parameters and aggregation of sets of parameters

<m> score(?Component, ?N)
numBuyers (?Component, ?NB) AND
numSellers(?Component, ?NS) AND
is(?N, plus(?NB, ?NS)).
<high> score (?Component, 0)
numSellers (?Component,0)
<high> score(?Component, 0)
numBuyers( ?Component,0)
6See Section "Domain-specificRules: Trading AgentCompetition" for examples
of alternative components
for a contract.
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The numBuyersand numSellersrules are determined based on buyers and sellers whosubmit rules specifying their interest in buyingor selling certain components
of the contract.
Also included in Auction-Configurationare rules governing the priorities of other rules, as in the exampleabove.
Thereare currently several levels of rule priorities: lowest,
verylow, low, medium(abbreviated as "m"), high, veryhigh,
and highest. The "lowest" labels are only used in AuctionSpace to catch any unassigned parameters from other rule
sets. The higher priority labels are used any time an exception is neededto a standard rule. Anexampleof this occurs
in the Hotel section of the Trading AgentCompetitionrules,
included in Appendix"Trading Agent Competition Contract
Template""Highest" rules are used for constraints. 7 It is
from these priority rules that we know,for examplethat the
rule labels in the exampleabovehave priority such that setting a score to zero whenthere are no buyers or sellers overrides setting the score to the sum of the numberof buyers
and numberof sellers.
The last section in Auction-Configuration simply specifies that only one value maybe inferred for each auction
parameter. Whichvalue to infer (when there are multiple
possible) is determinedby the conflict resolution rules (see
Section "Courteous Logic Programs as KR").
Auction-Space
The first thing that Auction-Space(see Appendix"AuctionSpaceRuleset") specifies are the domainsof each of the auction parameters, as well as defaults for each of them. The
parameterization is based initially on AuctionBotbut extended and improved in more recent work (Wurman,Walsh,
& Wellman1998). The default values for parameters are
labeled as lowest priority rules so that parametersinferred
based on specific aspects of a negotiation will take precedence. For example, the following rules specify that by
default, any auction should have multiple buyers and one
seller, and that ties for winningbids should be broken by
first-in/first-out..

<-

auction(?ID, multipleSellers, 0).
<verylow>
auction(?ID, multipleSellers, i)
<-

auction(?ID, multipleBuyers, 0).
Next are hard constraints between parameters. For example, if there is bidding rule that says one must meet the
current quote, then this implies that one need not beat the
quote.
<highest>
auction(?ID, beatQuote, 0)
auction(?ID, meetQuote, i).
Notice that constraints are similar to conditional defaults
except that constraints have overriding priority, while conditional defaults are just that---defaults that will be overridden
by values inferred elsewhere.
The remaining rules rules all involve negotiationType/2 predicates in the body. NegotiationTypeis used in
a contract to specify meta-level information for the negotiation mechanism. Auction-Space maps such knowledge to
specific auction parameters, whichcorrespondloosely to the
parameters in AuctionBot, but that mappingis completed
in AuctionBot-Mapping(Section "AuctionBot-Mapping").
Note that negotiationTypes can infer other negotiationTypes but that the inferencing must trickle downto auction predicates eventually. For example, negotiationType (continuous) implies, among others, negotiationType(continuousClears)
which in turn implies auction(quoteMode,
bid).Followingare the
rules for inferring continuousquotes and clears:
negotiationType( ?ID,
continuousQuotes)
AND
negotiationType( ?ID,
continuousClears)

<lowest>
auction(multipleBuyers,I)
<lowest>
auction(multipleSellers,0)
<lowest>
auction(tiebreaking,fifo)

<-

negotiationType( ?ID,
continuous)
auction(?ID, quoteMode, bid)
<-

negotiationType(?ID,
continuousClears).

In the next section of Auction-Space, we specify conditional default parameters--that is, what certain parameters
should default to, given that certain other parametershave
already been inferred. For example, if we knowthat an auction has a single seller then, by default, it should havemultiple buyers, and vice versa.

auction(?ID, intClearMode, bid)
<-

negotiationType( ?ID,
continuousQuotes
)

<verylow>
auction(?ID, multipleBuyers, i)

One particularly useful feature of Auctionbot-Spaceis
that it encodes several well-knownauction types. For example, specifying a negotiation type of "CDA"
is all that is
necessaryto infer all the characteristics that define an auction as a CDA--chronologicalmatching, continuous quotes
(bid-ask) and clears, double-sided, and discrete goods.

7Theymayalso be usedoutside of anyparticular rule set--for
example,whencreating a batch of auctions basedon the samerule
set but for whichone or twoparametersshould changefor each
auction.
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<m>

auction(?ID, matchingFunction,
earliestTime)
AND
negotiationType(?ID,
continuous)
AND
negotiationType(?ID,
double)
AND
auction(?ID, divisible, 0)
AND
auction(?ID, quoteMode,
bidAndAsk)

negotiationType(?ID,

<-

negotiationType(?ID,

negotiationType(?ID,

amazon)

<amazon>
auction(?ID, finalClearMode,
inactivity)
AND
auction( ?ID,
f inalClear Inac tivityInterval,
600)
/* i0 minutes inactivity */
<-

amazon)

cda).

The conflict resolution th~ CLP provides is also use~l
here. For example, it allows speci~ing that an ’~mazonstyle" auction is just like "eBb-style" exc~t thin Amazon auctions don’t close until ten minutes of inactivity have
passed.
<ebay>
auction(?ID, matchingFunction,
mthPrice)
AND
auction(?ID, multipleBuyers, i)
AND
auction(?ID, multipleSellers,
0)
AND
auction(?ID, divisible, 0)
AND
negotiationType(?ID,
revealAll)
AND
auction(?ID, bidRules,
[bidQtyl, bidWithdrawr,
bidQuoteb, bidPrev2,
bidPrev5])
AND
negotiationType(?ID,
allNotifications)
AND
negotiationType(?ID,
continuousQuotes)
AND
auction(?ID, quotePolicy,
askOnly)
AND
auction(?ID, quoteIncrement, i)
AND
auction(?ID, intClearMode, none)
AND
auction(?ID, finalClearMode,
fixed)
AND
auction(?ID, matchingFunction,
mthPrice)
ebay).

negotiationType(?ID,

ebay)

*/

This hierarchy could be extended further by making an
eBay auction a special case of a standard English auction.
Auctionbot-Mapping
The Auctionbot-Mapping (see Appendix "AuctionBot Ruleset") is a set of rules for inferring AuctionBot parameters
from the improved and generalized parameterization given
in Auction-Space.
The reason this is necessary is that we have continued to improve, clean up, and generalize our parameterization of auction design space (Wurman, Wellman, & Walsh
to appear) but the AuctionBot has not kept up, due to
backward-compatibility
constraints.
For example, in the
Auction-Space rule set, we have added to the auction parameterization by introducing an additional auction parameter, matchingFunction (either price-based--Mth,
M -list-or based on time of bid). AuctionBot does not recognize this parameter but it is used in AuctionBot-Mappingto
derive the superfluous "auction type" parameter which the
AuctionBot does currently need. In this way, all other rule
sets can ignore "auction type" and instead use the interface
provided in Auction-Space--one that uses such existing parameters as quote and clear mode, along with the added parameter matchingFunction.When the AuctionBot parameters are changed to reflect this new parameterization,
Auction-Space will already support it, and the rules to infer
the old "auction type" can (optionally) be deleted.
Following is a rule that maps the fundamental parameters defining a Vickrey auction to the deprecated AuctionBot
"type" parameter value corresponding to Vickrey auctions.
<m> /* Vickrey, sealed-bid
auctionbot(?ID, type, 3)

*/

<auction

(?ID, matchingFunction,
mPlusFirstPrice)

AND
auction (?ID, finalClearMode,
synchronized)
AND
auction(?ID, multipleSellers,
AND

<-

negotiationType(?ID,

/* Amazon rule is an exception
overrides(amazon,
ebay).
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0)

auction(?ID, quoteMode, 0)
AND
auction(?ID, intClearMode, 0)
Other auction types such as CDAand Chronological
Match can be inferred similarly. Note that CDAis a special case of ChronologicalMatch.This is elegantly captured
in CLP.
<chronmatch>
auctionbot (type, 4)
<auction (matchingFunction,
earliestTime)

array of single-dimensional auctions, one for each point in
attribute-value space. The following rule enumeratesall the
points in attribute-value space for all components--inthis
simple example, only two points will be enumerated, one
for each possible value of the single attribute of the single
component,a widget: (This rule is actually unnecessaryin
ContractBot because inferring valueTuplesis done automatically as part of Auction-Configuration.)

<cda>
auctionbot (type, 5)
<auction (matchingFunction,
earliestTime)
AND
auction(intClearMode,bid)

Note that the dotOp/2 predicate is used to represent a
list (dotted pair) since the current implementationof CLP
does not support lists explicitly. The above rule creates a
valueTuple/2 fact for every possible way to assign values to the attributes of a component.
Next, we provide general information about the negotiation of widgets. These facts are used by AuctionbotMappingand Auction-Spaceto generate the full set of auction parameters for widget auctions. (In this case, most of
the parameterswill be default values specified in AuctionSpace.)

valueTuple( ?Component,
dotOp( ?Quality,nil)
<value (?Component, quality,
?Quality)

/* special case */
overrides(cda, chronmatch)
Domain-specific Rules: Widget Example
In this section we present a simple exampleof a subset of
a contract from which our prototype is able to automatically configure the appropriate auctions. Section "Domainspecific Rules: Trading Agent Competition" describes a
more elaborate domain. In this example, there is only
one componentof the contract (a widget) and it has only
one attribute (quality) with twopossible values (regular
deluxe). (There are no alternative negotiation structures.)
This information is represented with the following rules:
/* Possible Values: */
value(quality, regular).
value(quality, deluxe).
/* Specify the components and
their attributes: */
component(widget)
attribute (widget, quality)
The possible values were not tied to the widget component because in general they might have applied to more
than one component. The following general rule creates
value/3 rules for each component based on the general
value/2 rules and the components that have been declared:
value(?Component, quality, ?Q)
component( ?Component
AND value (quality,?Q)
A widget is a multiattribute negotiable but the current
AuctionBotonly supports single-dimensional auctions (negotiating price and quantity). A brute-force methodfor implementing a multiattribute auction is to simply create an

negotiationType (widget,
continuous)
negotiationType (widget,
double)
negotiationType (widget,
revealAll)
At this point, we have inferred all of the auction parameters for widgets and we have enumeratedthe valueTuplesfor
all the auctions we need to create. Wenowcombinethose
steps to explicitly create the auctions and have each of the
auctions created get its parameters from the parameters we
derived for widgetsin general.
For every valueTuple, we infer a makeAuction/1
fact
whichtakes a list (thought of as an ID) and tells our prototype to create an actual auction. Wealso infer a parent/2
fact for every valueTuple. This tells us the componentthat
each auction belongs to. (Inferring the set of auctions from
the valueTuplesis also done automatically in the AuctionConfigurationrule-set, as well as inheritance of parameters
from parent components.)
makeAuction(dotOp ( ?Component,
?Values)
AND
parent(dotOp( ?Component,?Values)
?Component)
<valueTuple( ?Component,?Values)
Finally, we specify the auction parameters for each created auction--simply the parameters that we derived in general for the component
that the auction belongs to (its parent).
auction(?ID, ?Attr, ?Val)
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parent (?ID, ?Component)
AND
auction(?Component,
?Attr,

?Val).

Domain-specific Rules: Trading Agent
Competition
In July 2000 in Boston at the International Conference on
Multiagent Systems, the University of Michigan is hosting
a trading agent competition in which participants will write
agents to do automated trading in a set of auctions on the
AuctionBot. The auctions will simulate the domain of a
travel agent assembling trips for its customers. The goods
that agents will be shopping for are flights (defined by day
and destination--out
or back), hotels (defined by day and
quality), and entertainment tickets (defined by day and type
of event). Each of the types of goods are sold in a different kind of auction. Flights are sold at randomly fluctuating
fixed prices. Hotels are sold in an ascending English auction. Agents buy and sell entertainment tickets in a continuous double auction much like trading securities in a stock
exchange.
The design of the Trading Agent Competition (TAC)
game describes in detail how the goods are partitioned into
a set of auctions and exactly what the parameters of those
auctions are. Appendix "Trading Agent Competition Contract Template" is a rule set that generates that partitioning (among a space of possible partitionings)
and auction
configurations based on a higher-level description of the
TACgame. It also includes rules from buyers and sellers, indicating how they would like the contract to be partitioned into components. As given, the TACcontract template and buyer/sellers rules will infer the same components
described above--the partitioning
used in the actual TAC
competition--but simple changes to buyer or seller rules
will infer alternative structures for hypothetical TACnegotiation mechanisms. For example, we currently have rules
from multiple buyers expressing willingness to buy bundled
travel packages (flight, hotel, and entertainment bundled into
one good). Adding a rule from a single seller expressing
willingness to sell such a good would result in a repartitioning of the set of auctions to include complete travel packages.
The first thing the TACcontract template specifies is a
proto-contract. As described in Section "Contracting Framework," the proto-contract is the subset of the contract template that, when combined with the rules coming out of
the negotiation mechanism, form the final, executable contract.
As mentioned in Section "Composing Final Contracts," we show a typical rule for a proto-contract that we
have included in the TACexample, namely, inferring the total amount that a given agent owes another agent after the
negotiation:
pay(?Agentl, ?Agent2, ?Amt)
setof (?Payl2,
transact ( ?Agentl,
?Agent2,
? Component,
?AVList,

?Payl2, ?Qty),
?Payl2List) AND
setof (?Pay21,
transact ( ?Agent2,
?Agentl,
?Component,
?AVList,
?Pay21, ?Qty),
?Pay2 IList) AND
sum(?Payl2List, ?Payl2Total)
AND
sum(?Pay21List, ?Pay21Total)
AND
is(?Amt, minusOp(?Payl2Total,
?Pay21Total) )
More specific to TAC, we include rules in the protocontract to infer the utility that a travel agent receives from
its transactions, according to the definition of the TAC
game.8 Following is a part of the utility calculation which
says that a client’s utility is a function of whether they were
able to procure a trip, how manydays deviation from their
ideal travel dates they were, and their bonuses for staying in
the nice hotel and seeing the entertainment they wanted:
<high> clientUtility(?Client,
0)
<- feasibleTrip(?Client,
0).
<m>
clientUtility(?Client,
?U)
feasibleTrip(?Client,
i) AND
travelPenalty(?Client,
?TP) AND
hotelBonus(?Client,
?HB) AND
funBonus(?Client,
?FB) AND
is(?U, i000 - i00 * ?TP
+ ?HB + ?FB).
Note that although the complete ruleset for utility calculation is not given, all of the above predicates can be inferred by transaction facts generated by the ContractBot as
it monitors the auction results. Wecan now infer a travel
agent’s utility in the competition by summing
the utilities of
its clients and subtracting its expenses:
utility(?TravelAgent,
?U)
setof (?Client,
clientOf (?Client,
?TravelAgent)
?ClientList) AND
map(clientUtility,
?ClientList,
?ClientUtilities)
AND
sum(?ClientUtilities,
?Profit) AND
expenses ( ?TravelAgent,
?Expenses) AND
is(?U, ?Profit - ?Expenses)
Note that determining the expenses for an agent is a variation on the pay predicate given above. (See Appendix
8Autility calculation wouldprobablynot makesense in a protocontract in the real world, but in the TACgame,the utility is used
externally--i.e., to determinethe winnerof the competition.
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"Trading Agent Competition Contract Template" for details.)
The first thing the TACcontract template specifies after
the proto-contract is the possible values for the attributes of
the goods. For example,the following facts set the possible
types of entertainment events:
value (entertainment,
type, baseball).
value ( entertainment,
type, symphony)
value ( entertainment,
type, theatre)

exclusivity rules about which componentsan agent would
never be interested in simultaneously. For example,individual one-wayflights and flight/hotel bundles are considered
mutually exclusive:
mutex_head <- component (flight)
AND component (flighthotel)
And the travel package component subsumes all other
possible components:

After specifying the domainsfor the attributes of the
goods, there are several sections of rules correspondingto
possible componentsof the TACdomain, and giving the attributes of each of the components,as well as specifying
negotiation-level rules for the components.For example,the
followingrules specify that flights have twoattributes--type
(out or back) and day.
attribute(flight,type)
attribute(flight,day)
value(flight, day, ?Val)
<- value (day, ?Val)
Notethat the possible values for flight types were enumerated in separate rules. Thepossible values for flight days are
inferred from the globally defined day values, declared with
value / 2 predicates.
By using the description of the possible componentsof
the contract, along with other rules about howto split the
componentsinto a set of auctions, the procedure determines
the groups of auctions to create. There are also rules that
help infer what the parameters of those auctions should be.
For example, the following rules specify that hotels should
be auctioned "eBay style," with the exception that buyers
can bid for multiple quantities, and in fact submitentire discrete demandschedules--a list of quantities demandedfor
eachof a set of prices.
<m> negotiationType(hotel, ebay)
<high> auction(hotel, bidRules,
[pqPoints, noWithdraw,
beatQuote, beatPreviousBid])
The TACcontract template has sections for several components besides flights, hotels, and entertainment. It also
has round trip flights (parameterizedby arrival day and departure day), hotel blocks (which have a type as before,
plus first and last night for a contiguous range of rooms),
flight/hotel bundles(with attributes for day in, day out, and
hotel type), entertainment packages (which bundle a set
entertainmenttickets for a trip), and finally, completetravel
packages(parameterizedby arrival, departure, type of hotel,
and wheneach type of entertainment is to be seen, including
never).
By stating relationships between these componentsand
incorporating rules from buyers and sellers, we can reason about alternative negotiation structures for TAC.The
relationships we encode in the current exampleare mutual
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mutex_head <component (travelpackage) AND
component(?X)
mu t ex_given
notEquals(?X, travelpackage)
Prototype

Implementation

In this section we discuss our implementationof the overall contracting process described in Section "Contracting
Framework"Figure 2 depicts the overall process of turning
a contract template along with rules from buyers and sellers into a final contract, and thus an executed deal. At the
heart of this process are the three sets of backgroundknowledge discussed in Section "Courteous Logic Programs for
Configuring Auctions"--Auction-Configuration, AuctionSpace, and AuctionBot-Mapping. ContractBot.clp wraps
these rulebases together along with a file of miscellaneous
utilities (util.clp) and the Prolog (XSB)queries that drive
the inferencing.
The inferencing engine itself is actually a series a Perl
scripts that guide the input to ContractBot and the background knowledge through the inferencing engines. The
main ContractBot executable accepts arbitrary CLPrules
(generally the contract template and buyer/seller rules)
standard input and combines these rules with the background knowledgespecified in contractBot.clp. This conglomeration of CLPinput is fed into the "Courteous Compiler", a component of IBMCommonRules
which compiles
CLPinto ordinary Prolog. This Prolog code is then combined by another script with the queries specified in contractBot.clp and fed into the XSBProiog engine.
It is these queries that generate the output that the following modules need to interact with the AuctionBot. For
example,to generate the list of auctions to be created, contractBot.clp makesthe following query:
¯ - setof(ID, makeAuction(ID),
writelist(L), nl.
This simply writes a list to standard output containingall
the auction IDs for which there is a makeAuctionfact entailed by the knowledgebase. Thesefacts are generated by
Auction-Configurationfor point in attribute space for every
componentinferred. Components,in turn, are inferred from
the contract template and from buyer and seller rules.
Theoutput of the Prolog queries amountsto a list of auctions and parametervalues for each auction. The list of auctions and parameter settings are fed to the create-auctions
module which connects to the AuctionBot via the Mathe-
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Figure 2: HowContractBotuses its auction knowledgeto turn a partial contract into a complete, executable contract.
matica implementation of the AuctionBot’s API9 and creates the auctions. The list of auctions is also sent to the
auction-watcher modulewhich monitors the specified auctions and composesthe correspondingtransaction facts (see
Sections "Contracting Framework"and "Domain-specific
Rules: Trading Agent Competition") whenever a transaction occurs on AuctionBotin an auction relevant to the contract. Finally, the transaction facts are concatenatedwith the
proto-contract fromthe original contract template to forman
executablecontract whichcan itself be fed through an inferencing engine to execute the terms of the deal.
Section "Domain-specific Rules: Widget Example"
presents a simple exampleof a partial contract that can be
used as input to our prototype. In Appendix"Trading Agent
Competition Contract Template" we provide a more elaborate examplewhich generates the set of auctions used in
an upcoming Trading Agent Competition. The domain for
the competition involves three components--flights, hotels,
and entertainment--each of which has two attributes, type
and day. Our prototype is able to reproduce the same set of
auctions actually used in the competition, but using only a
high-level description of the goodsto be negotiated and the
nature of the negotiations.

(http://www.research.ibm.com/rules/)Its goal is to support
the encoding of business rules using Courteous Logic Programs (Grosof 1997). This is the basis for the representation of business contracts that we are using here. Note that
this work differs from existing work under similar names.
Notably, TuomasSandholm’sContract Net and other work
in distributed AI and industrial engineering describe mechanisms for subcontracting amongagents in order to divide
work in accomplishinga task. By contrast, our approach is
to support an automated negotiation mechanismfor agents
to decide uponagreeable terms of a contract, whichcan then
be executedelectronically.
Multidimensionalnegotiation is the other aspect of this
work whichhas an existing literature. As discussed in Section "Auction-BasedNegotiation," combinatorial auctions
allow bidders to makeoffers for combinations(bundles)
goods. Weare aware of one prototype that supports combinatorial auctions on the Internet (Sandholmto appear). Multiattribute auctions havetypically been used for procurement
(one buyer, manysellers). They allow bidders to express
willingness to buyover an entire space of attributes of a single good (Branco 1997).

Conclusion and Future Work

Related Work
This workbuilds on a project at IBMT. J. WatsonResearch
called Business Rules for Electronic Commerce(BREC).
9Mathematica
waschosenfor its clean implementationof the
APIand its convenientLISP-likehandlingof the auction and parameterlists.
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This paper builds on our frameworkfor the overall contracting process (Reeves et al. 1999) by implementing
system for automatically configuring a negotiation mechanism basedon a formal description of a partial contract and
interpreting the results of the negotiation to form a complete and executable contract. Wepresent an infrastructure

for configuring negotiations and carrying out the resulting
contracts. The background knowledgesupporting this infrastructure is embodiedin three CLPrule sets: AuctionConfiguration, Auction-Space, and Auctionbot-Mapping.
Auction-Configurationsupports reasoning about alternative
negotiation structures and howto split contract into an array of auctions. Auction-Spaceimplementsa cleaner, more
general parameterization of the auction design space, imposes constraints and conditional defaults on the parameters, and infers auction parametersfrom higher-level knowledge about a negotiation. AuctionBot-Mappingmaps the
Auction-Spaceparameterization to the existing set of AuctionBot parameters.
Our prototype can generate sets of auctions corresponding
to a multicomponent,multiattribute negotiation, and supports reasoning about alternative ways to decomposea contract into componentsand attributes. A simple exampleof
this is discussed and we also use the prototype to generate
the auctions for the upcomingTrading Agent Competition.
Wealso discuss additional uses for this prototype as a general wayto programmaticaily
create sets of auctions, not just
in the contracting context.
One piece of future work on ContractBot will involve
writing agents that participate in the infrastructure we’vedeveloped. This is an extremely rich area for analyzing complex agent strategies since an agent using ContractBotmust
not only knowhowto bid intelligently in a vast space of negotiation mechanisms,but also intelligently contribute rules
to influence which negotiation mechanismis chosen. This
will also entail further workon the contracting infrastructure, such as richer mechanismsfor aggregating agent preferences in configuring negotiations.
Wewould also like to extend AuctionBot and thus our
ontology in ContractBotto support richer negotiation mechanisms than the current naive approach to handling multiple attributes of a component--creatingan array of auctions, one for every combinationof attribute values. This is
not tractable and needs to be augmentedwith multiattribute
and/or combinatorial auctions.
Finally, we wouldlike to use the knowledgebases we are
developing to drive the back end of humaninterfaces for
auction creation--such as the CGIinterface to AuctionBot.
For this weneed to add rules to infer an order for asking the
user auction parameters, and the CLPengine will need to be
run after each input so that constraints and defaults can be
propagated.
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